
For the Scripture says, “You shall not muzzle an ox when it treads out the grain,” and, “The
laborer deserves his wages.”

(1Timothy 5:18 ESV)
The Laborer

Dear Friends,

Greetings! This introduction will be different than other introductions we have written over the past
several years. We wanted to inform our readers a little bit about what goes into the making of this
web site each week.

To begin, depending upon the amount of material being processed, each week it will take from
twenty-five to forty hours by the time People of the Keys is updated each Friday or Saturday,
depending on which part of the world you are reading and downloading the material from on the
site.

Generally, we present between ten to twenty articles each week, sometimes more. For those who
are familiar with the website you will have noticed that we open with articles that pertain to, for want
of a better word, “religion”, especially articles that deal with prophetic and end time events as
related in the Bible.

The person who compiles these articles has studied Bible prophecy for decades and continues to
stay in touch with all the latest activities of the worlds leading Bible prophecy experts, meeting with
many of them personally. He has also written several original publications including the one that is
the basis for the soon coming documentary about the coming temple and it original location.
(Solomon's and Herod's Temples were never on the Dome of the Rock.This documentary will
include interviews with the world's foremost authorities on the subject. It is being edited in Uganda
and God willing, will be completed this month, February 2016.)

Following the introductory “religious articles” we generally post articles more of a political nature,
but again, normally showing how current events are related to Biblical prophecy.

A current example of this is the war in Syria involving Russia, Iran, Israel, Turkey, etc. all of which
figure in end time events and the eventual battle of Armageddon.

The third general area of articles we cover each week could be human interest, or possibly lighter
articles, and we generally try to end with something relevant about nutrition or health matters.

For every news article that is picked to put on the site at least ten other articles have been viewed
or scanned. That means for every ten articles you see on the site approximately one hundred have
been viewed and scanned.

Also, for every ten articles you see on the site twenty have been downloaded.

These twenty are read and scrutinized to see how they hold up against the Word of God.

The then so called ten articles would be taken from the original web site where they are found and
made into individual word based documents. Each article in document form is then cleared of its
original formatting and edited.

By editing we mostly mean removing advertisements, links to other articles, any remaining html,



etc.

Toward the end of the week, generally on Thursday, a list of the individual articles is made and put
into the order we would like them to appear on People of the Keys.

Once all the articles are assembled into a single document they are saved, and then saved again in
the html format.

Once the document in html is completed and checked for errors we then look at the photos to
accompany the articles. Many times the photos will need to be resized, cropped, combined with
another photo, etc.

On Friday, we upload the completed document, and add any relevant articles from the morning of
Friday. We put the document in html format to the site and upload the photos, and occasionally
music.

The photos are then inserted into the article from which they were originally taken. We try to make
every article appear exactly as it did in its original format.

All the articles, photos, videos, and music are then proof read two more times for errors.
Occasionally, an error still gets through but then again we have had to correct misspelling in
newspapers such as the Guardian and other major newspapers! Ha! We do the best we can.

We then set the time for the new material to appear online. We have at this point still not given the
weeks presentation a name, because the introduction, (what you are reading at this very moment)
has not yet been completed and proof read. We pray for an appropriate introductory verse that will
represent the weeks introduction and take the title from the verse.

The title and closing is then inserted into the document, given its name and we all breathe a sigh of
relief because it is finished for another week.

We also make sure a new Activated magazine is added each month and continue to maintain the
“Studies” and “Letters” sections.
Through the week we respond to questions and prayer requests we get from people who write in,
many times regarding personal problems. Every email is answered as soon as we are able.

The web site itself is maintained by an individual who lives hundreds of miles from the editor of
People of the Keys. He has a full time secular job as a top programmer with a large printing firm
and donates his time to maintain the People of the Keys web site.

Why are we relating all this to you?

If you value this web site and find it useful to you and others, we need your help to continue on. It is
very much our burden and desire to continue to bring you People of the Keys. Everyone involved
with People of the Keys is a volunteer who donates the time they put into its production.

Up until two years ago we had a patron, a medical doctor, who helped support People of the Keys.
She passed away two years ago this coming March and the past two years have been difficult for
us in maintaining the web site.

We should mention here that we are very thankful for those of you who have helped in the past,
some we know to their own hurt. God bless you!



To encourage you to support this site we wanted to give you some idea of the fruit statistically of
the site. In 2014 and 2015 each month averaged 2,297 unique visitors. Total visitors were much
higher, that is people who returned each week for the new posting or maybe multiple visits each
week.

What we need to continue are people who will pledge on a regular monthly basis. We understand
completely that some are in situations or countries that make this difficult.

Our budget is very low for all that is involved.

We could get by and survive on an additional $1000 to $1200 a month.

If we averaged 2,297 visitors each month for 2014 and 2015 we would only need 1/10 of each
months unique visitors to pledge just $5 a month.

Will you help us?

We have a Paypal account on People of the Keys web site but if you would like to recommend
some other method that would be easier for you we would be happy to look at alternative methods
for receiving donations.

Thanks for taking the time to read this introduction and explanation of all that we do here. Keep us
in your prayers ...we need them. God bless you.

Robert for People of the Keys

PS: Just a few more stats...this past January 2016 we went over our three millionth hit and we are
about to hit one million pages downloaded. We have also had hits and pages downloaded in 193
countries, almost every country in the world, and 25 territories and provinces.


